Introduction
Human life, as with all animal and plant life on the planet, is dependant upon fresh water. Water is not only needed to grow food, generate power and run industries but it is also needed as a basic part of human life.
Access to the limited water resources in South Africa
Human dependency upon water is evident through history, which illustrates that human settlements have been closely linked to the availability and supply of fresh water.
2 has been historically dominated by those with access to land and economic power, as a result of which the majority of South Africans have struggled to secure the right to water.
Apartheid era legislation governing water did not discriminate directly on the grounds of race, but the racial imbalance in ownership of land resulted in the disproportionate denial to black people of the right to water. Beyond racial categorisations, the rural and poor urban populations were traditionally especially vulnerable in terms of the access to the right.
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The enactment of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa 4 * North-West University (Potchefstroom). 1
The human body needs to ingest water daily to continue functioning. 2
The DAWF White paper on a national water policy for South Africa 1997 points out in its report on Sustainable Management of Freshwater Resources in South Africa that at the population level of around 40 million, there are just over 1200 kilolitres per person per year of available fresh water. This places South Africa on the threshold of the internationally used definition of water stress. brought the South African legal system into a new era, by including a bill of fundamental 3 Report by the DWAF in SAHRC http://www.sahrc.org.za/socio_economic_report_main.pdf 26 Jan. 4
Constitution of the Republic of South Africa 200 of 1993, which came into effect on 27 April 1994, and which was the Interim Constitution until the enactment of The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa 108 of 1996 (hereinafter referred to as the 1996 Constitution).
The key, therefore, to the protection of any minority is to put to core civil and political rights, as well as some cultural and economic rights beyond the reach of temporary majorities, and to guarantee them as fundamental individual rights. Thirdly, we must address the issue of poverty, want, deprivation and inequality in accordance with international standard, which recognizes the indivisibility of human rights. A simple vote, without food, shelter and health care is to use first generation's rights as a smokescreen to obscure the deep underlying forces which dehumanize people. It is to create an argued strongly against the inclusion of the second and third generation of human rights in a Bill of Rights. The argument was that these rights are not enforceable in a court of law and that they would create unnecessary expectations of food, shelter, health, water and the like; and that a clear distinction should be made between first generation and other rights, as well as the relationship of these rights to one anther.
It should be noted that there are many lawyers and non-lawyers who maintained that in order to confront poverty brought about by the legacy of apartheid, the socio-economic rights should be included in a Bill of Rights. The previous president, Mr Nelson Mandela, also supported this view by stating that:
5 Also known as second generation rights. It should be noted that socio-economic rights were not included in the Interim Constitution, and were first introduced in the 1996 Constitution. 6 S 184 of the 1996 Constitution. 7
Eg Beatty, who warns that the notion of incorporating second and third generation rights in a constitution is in conflict with the concept of democracy, Jansen van Rensburg "Constitutional values and socio-economic rights" 3.
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appearance of equality and justice, while by implication socioeconomic inequality is entrenched. We do not want freedom without bread, nor do we want bread without freedom. We must provide for all the fundamental rights and freedoms associated with a democratic society… 8 The inclusion of section 27 of the Constitution has granted each South African the right to have access to sufficient food and water 9 and has resulted in the rare opportunity for South Africa to reform its water laws completely and has resulted in the enactment of the Water Services Act 10 and the National Water Act.
11
At its most narrow, a Bill of Rights will give legal protection to the 'traditional' liberal rights to equality, personal liability, property, free speech, assembly and association -the so called civil and political or 'first generation' rights.
In order to understand fully the right to water as contained in section 27, it is necessary to distinguish between first and second generation rights which will be dealt with in section two hereunder. The justiciability of socio-economic rights is discussed in section three. In section four the constitutional implications related to water is briefly discussed. The right to water in international and comparative law is discussed in section five. The South African approach to water is considered in section six, which is followed by the concluding remarks in section seven. are usually thought of as 'negative' rights, which take power away from the government by imposing a duty not to act in a certain way.
13
However, the recognition that human rights and the basic social conditions of citizens are fundamentally interconnected and have encouraged attempts to include less traditional rights in modern Constitutions -socio-economic or 'second generation' rights.
14 These are 'positive' rights, which impose obligations on government. Thus, rather than simply protecting members of society from the heavy hand of state power, the idea of socio-economic rights is that the state must be obliged to do whatever it can to secure a basic set of social goods for all members of society.
15
Attempts to make social, economic and cultural rights part of a Constitution are usually met by the argument that these rights are inherently non-justiciable, in
In doing so, the Bill of Rights attempts to ensure that all members of society have the capacity to enjoy and participate in the rights of association, equality, political participation and expression that are traditionally protected in liberal
Constitutions.
3
The justiciability of socio-economic rights 13 Eg the duty not to torture or the duty not to discriminate. 14 The interconnection and interdependence of the two types of rights are recognised in the principle international human rights instruments protecting socio-economic rights, the International Covenant in Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 1996 (hereinafter referred to as the ICESCR). According to the Covenant's preamble "the ideal of free human beings enjoying freedom from fear and want can only be achieved if conditions are created whereby everyone may enjoy economic, social and cultural rights, as well as civil and political rights". Second generation rights are also referred to as social, economic and cultural rights or red rights. 15 This, according to De Vos, illustrates the potentially multi-layered nature of these obligations which, according to him places the duties on the state to respect, protect and to assist and fulfill an individual's right to social security as contained in s 7(2) of the Constitution. In this regard see De Vos 1995 SAPL 242-243 for a full discussion.
6/150 other words that they are ill-suited to enforcement by the judiciary. 16 Due to the fact that they are positive rights -claims by individuals and groups to the delivery of goods by government -it has been argued that their application requires the courts to direct the way in which the government distributes the state's resources and is thus beyond the scope of the judicial function. 17 This is because the judiciary is usually an elite and an undemocratically appointed branch of the state. 18 Therefore, so the argument goes, it lacks the democratic legitimacy necessary to decide on the division of social resources between factions, groups and communities in society. 19 Even though it is usually thought to be legitimate for the judiciary to prevent the government and even the democratically-elected, representative branches of the state such as Parliament from engaging in particular practices or imposing particular duties or conditions on groups and individuals, this has traditionally been considered quite distinct from a situation in which the judiciary has the power to order these branches of state to distribute or spend public resources in a particular manner.
20
The Constitutional Court discussed the nature of socio-economic rights and the problem of these enforcements in the first Certification judgment and responded to some of these arguments. 
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Others. 30 In the judgment of the court a quo,
31
The positive dimension of the socio-economic rights is qualified by the use of the phrase 'employed' in section 26(2) and section 27(2) obliging the state to only those steps "within its available resources, to achieve this aggressive realization of the right". The meaning of this qualification has been interpreted as follows by the Constitutional Court:
dealing with sections 26 and 28(1)(c) of the Constitution, it was noted that the Constitution obliges the state to act positively to ameliorate the plight of the hundreds of people living in deplorable conditions throughout the country. It must provide access to housing, healthcare, sufficient food and water, and social security to those unable to support themselves and their dependants.
32
This passage suggests that the positive dimension of the socio-economic rights is 'realised' or fulfilled through state action 'progressively' or over a period of time.
What is apparent from these provisions is that the obligations imposed on the state by section 26 and section 27 in regard to access of housing, health care, food, water, and social security are dependent upon the resources available for such purposes, and that the corresponding rights themselves are limited by reason of the lack of resources. Given this lack of resources and the significant demands on them that have already been referred to, an unqualified obligation to meet these needs would not presently be capable of being fulfilled. 33 The rights are limited by the qualifications that they are only available to the extent that state resources permit. 10/150 would be difficult for the state to justify its failure to devote those resources to the fulfilment of the rights. It is submitted that this indicates that the positive dimension of the socio-economic rights can be described as a right to have the state justify its use of its resources to its citizens. This submission has been confirmed by the treatment of the Constitutional Court for the justifications of the policies advanced by the provincial health authorities in Soobramoney.
The Constitutional Court found that the Department of Health in KwaZulu-Natal did not have sufficient funds to cover the cost of services being provided to the public. In 1996, the Department overspent its budget by 152 million rand and it was anticipated that the overspending would increase to 700 million in 1997, unless a serious cutback to the services that the hospital provides was made. It was noted by the court that there are many more patients suffering from chronic renal failure than there are dialysis machines to treat such patients. It was further noted by the court that the shortage of such machines is a nation wide problem and state resources are stretched in all renal clinics throughout the country.
Due to these factors, guidelines have been established to assist the persons working in these clinics to make the agonising choices that have to be made in deciding who should receive treatment and who not. These guidelines were applied by the hospital in the Soobramoney.
35
The language of 'progressive realisation' and the 'available resources' qualifications are employed in the international instruments, where they are understood to grant the state a margin of discretion in selecting the means for achieving socio-economic rights.
The court stated that the courts in South Africa would be slow to interfere with rational decisions taken in good faith by the political organs and medical authorities whose responsibility it is to deal with such matters. The fact that the full realization of socio-economic rights can only be achieved progressively does not alter the obligations on the state to take those steps that are within its power immediately and other steps as soon as possible. The burden is on the state to show that it is making progress toward full realization of the rights. We, the people of South Africa, recognise the injustices of our past, and believe that South Africa belongs to all who live in it, united in our diversity. Section 27(2) provides that the state 'must take reasonable legislative and other measures, within its available resources', to achieve the progressive realisation of each of these rights. 51 The court then continued to identify the real question in terms of the Constitution to be whether the measures taken by the state to realise the right afforded by section 26 are reasonable. In its judgment, the court concluded that, at the date of the launch of the application, the state was not meeting the obligation imposed on it by section 26(2) of the Constitution. In particular, the programmes adopted by the state did not comply with the requirements of section 26(2) as no provision was made for the relief to the categories of people most desperately in need.
52
The Constitution does not provide explicit guidance as to the meaning of 'sufficient' water, in particular the quantity and quality of water each individual is entitled to access, and the meaning is yet to be considered by a South African 
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5 The right to water in international and comparative law
A discussion
The most important international instrument relating to socio-economic rights is the ICESCR, which has been ratified by approximately one hundred and thirty states.
69
The ICESCR Committee boldly interpreted the right to an adequate standard of living and the right to health, ground as an independent right to water for
The substantive rights that are recognised by the Covenant are: to work and to just and favourable conditions of work, rest and leisure; to form and join trade unions and to strike; to social security; to special protection for the family, mothers and children, an adequate standard to living including food, clothing and housing, physical and mental health care, and to scientific and cultural life. Thus it is clear that the right to water or to access to water does not enjoy explicit recognition at international level and is mentioned by name in only a few international documents. Where the right is explicitly mentioned, it is restricted in most cases to access to water for drinking and other domestic purposes. Nevertheless, other internationally recognised human rights, for example food and a healthy environment, may entitle an individual to water for other purposes. The close link between water, food (nutrition), health and hygiene, render international documents that protect these rights relevant.
Article 11(1) of the ICESCR proclaims:
The state parties to the present Covenant recognises the right of everyone to an adequate standard of living for himself and his family, including the right to adequate food, clothing, housing… The right to water clearly falls within the category of guarantees essential for securing an adequate standard of living, particularly since it is one of the most fundamental conditions for survival.
Article 12 of ICESCR provides for the right of everyone to the highest attainable standard of health. Under article 12(2)(b) state parties to the treaty must aim to improve all aspects of environmental and industrial hygiene. This duty …encompasses taking steps on a non-discriminatory basis to prevent threats to health from unsafe and toxic water conditions.
States are also obliged to aim for the prevention, treatment and control of epidemic, endemic, occupational and other diseases. In an earlier General Comment the committee stated that the underlying determinants of the right to health include potable water.
70
International humanitarian law provides extensive protection during armed conflict with respect to water. Sufficient drinking water is to be supplied to Article 14(2)(h) of CEDAW obliges state parties to ensure to rural women the right to enjoy adequate living conditions, particularly in relation to housing, sanitation, electricity and water supply, transport and communications. State parties shall ensure that women have the right to nutritious and adequate food. In this regard, they shall take appropriate measures to:
(i) provide women with access to clean drinking water, sources of domestic fuel, land, and the means of producing nutritious food; (ii) establish adequate systems of supply and storage to ensure food security.
International and foreign law -what does the Constitution say?
Section 39(b) states that when interpreting the Bill of Rights, a court, tribunal or forum must consider international law. Therefore, it can be said that section 39(b) places an obligation on a court, tribunal or forum to consider international law when interpreting the Bill of Rights. Section 39(c) states that when interpreting the Bill of Rights, a court, tribunal or forum may consider foreign law. 
In the case S v Makwanyane and Another
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and opinion iuris. 80 In this case the court made a distinction between binding and non-binding law and stating that they are both included in public international law and may both be used as tools of interpretation. 81 Dugard remains of the opinion that a practice which has persistently been objected to,
is not a customary rule. 82 It should be noted that in order for a treaty to be binding on South Africa, it has to be signed, ratified and enacted into law by national legislation. 83 The fact that South Africa is in the process of ratifying the ICESCR places an international duty on the state to realise progressively socioeconomic rights contained in the Covenant. The state thus has not only a constitutional but also an international obligation to realise social security rights progressively. The National Water Act 36 of 1998 was promulgated on 1 October 1998. and has resulted in the rare opportunity for South Africa to reform its water laws completely, and has resulted in the enactment of the Water Services Act and the National Water Act. A brief discussion of these two acts follows.
The National Water Act
87 It is submitted that the enactment of the Act reflects the new democratic spirit by giving effect to the constitutional right of access to water.
88
… to ensure that the nation's water resources are protected, used, developed, conserved, managed and controlled.
The purpose of the Act is explicitly stated in section 2 as:
89
It is for this reason that the Act declares the national government to be the public trustee of the nation's water resources and prioritises socio-economic and environmental needs.
90
The Act repealed the Water Act 54 of 1956, which essentially consolidated water law as it had developed during the history of colonial expansion and sets the scene for a new water dispensation in South Africa. It has also repealed about a hundred other acts, which previously cluttered the water statute books and therefore, the National Water Act must be read with only one other statute, 86 S 27(1)(b) of the Constitution. 87 Procl R95 of 1998. 88 S 27 elaborated on above, stated that everyone has the right to access to water. 89 This phrase is used extensively throughout the Act. 90 S 3(1) states that the national government is the public trustee of the nation's water resources.
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Chapter five of the National Water Act. The Minister is hereby empowered to establish a pricing strategy and to levy charges for water use.
95
The National Water Act incorporates environmental considerations in various ways, but generally it does so by adapting the legal regime to the realities of the hydrological cycle, by introducing the pioneering concepts of a reserve and by focusing water resource management around catchment management agencies.
96
The public consultation exercise, which culminated the White Paper on Water
Supply and Sanitation Policy,
As stated above, the National Water Act must be read in conjunction with the Water Services Act and, therefore, a brief discussion of the Water Services Act follows.
The Water Services Act
97 preceded the Water Services Act. This act recognises the right to access a basic water supply. This is stated explicitly as one of the main objectives of the Water Services Act.
98
While this duty is subject to a number of conditions including inter alia the availability of resources and the duty of consumers to pay reasonable charges,
In the Water Services
Act, the duty on the part of the Water Services Authorities to provide access to water services is clearly spelled out in section 11(1) as follows:
Every water service authority has a duty to all consumers or potential consumers in its area of jurisdiction to progressively ensure efficient, affordable, economical and sustainable access to water services. 11(4) that a water services authority may not unreasonably refuse to give access to water services to a consumer or potential consumer in its area of jurisdiction. Further in section 11(5), the act states that in emergency situations a water service authority must take reasonable steps to provide basic water supply and basic sanitation services to any person within its jurisdiction and may do so at the cost of that authority.
Other legislative measures
The Municipal Systems Act
100
The enactment of this act must be interpreted as a legislative measure taken to realise the right to have access to sufficient water.
provides the legislative framework for the service delivery responsibilities of local governments. Section 73(1) of the Act instructs municipalities to ensure that:
All members of the local community have access to at least the minimum level of basic municipal services. 
Case Law
The promulgation of regulations to set compulsory national standards and measures to conserve water and to set norms and standards in respect of tariffs for water services, in terms of section 9(1) and 10(1) of the Water Services Act, should also be seen as a legislative measure taken to realise the right to have access to sufficient water. 
Resident of Bon Vista Mansions v Southern Metropolitan Local Council
Governmental policies
The manner in which the right has been framed makes it clear that the state is not obliged to provide every inhabitant of South Africa with a free water supply.
The state's duty towards those individuals who have the ability to pay for water 103 Manqele v Durban Transitional Metropolitan Council 2002 6 SA 423 (D) . 
Conclusion
During the first 10 years of democracy a great deal has been learned with regards to fundamental rights and a significant headway has been made in South Africa. The Constitution clearly spells out in the preamble to and in the Bill of Rights, the country's commitment to the provision of socio-economic rights.
The inclusion of economic, social, and cultural rights as directly enforceable rights in South Africa's Constitution, signals a decisive break with the idea that the Bill of Rights is only a shield which protects citizens against government interference. This means that the Bill of Rights will require judges, lawyers and academics to scrutinise and reject many of the accepted practices and assumptions in relation to judicial review.
No judgment of the Constitutional Court deals, in a concrete form, with the right to have access to water within the context of section 27(1) of the Constitution.
However, it suffices to indicate the content of the right. The right protected under section 27 is the right to have access to sufficient food and water. This means that the state may not deny anyone access to sufficient water. The availability of access to water will depend on the availability of the resources at the disposal of the state.
The Constitutional obligation of the state in terms of this section is to take reasonable legislative and other measures within its available resources to achieve the progressive realisation of this right. Therefore, it is submitted that the enactment of the Water Services Act and the National Water Act should be considered as a step taken in the right direction by the legislature. 
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In Grootboom the court stated:
Socio-economic rights are expressly included in the Bill of Right; they cannot be said to exist on paper only. Section 7(2) of the Constitution requires the state to 'respect, protect and fulfil the rights in the Bill of Rights' and the courts are constitutionally bound to ensure that they are protected and fulfilled. The question is, therefore, not whether socio-economic rights are justiciable under our Constitution, but how to enforce them in a given case. Whether the Bill of Rights fulfils its true potential will depend, to a large extent, on whether judges will discover in themselves the courage and imagination to engage in these challenges. Those judges willing to take on the challenge will find a wealth of writing and opinion in the field of intentionally human rights to assist them in their endeavour.
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Jansen 
